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Abstract 
Diploma thesis "The issue of eternal clause in connection with the theory of Francis 
Fukuyama" deals with existence and meaning of eternal clause. It tries to find connection 
between eternal clause and theory of Francis Fukyama bout end of history. Eternal clause is 
article or articles, which take out basic elements of liberal democracy from disposition of 
majority in parliament. So the main meaning of eternal clause is to defend these elements 
against democracy itself. Diploma thesis deals with historical development of countries, 
which have eternal clause and by this, it tries to find link between these countries. In second 
part, diploma thesis deals with function and importance of eternal clause in example of Czech 
eternal clause, which is the most specific. It discus es status and power of eternal clause and 
outlines theoretical problems connected with eternal clause in Czech Republic. At the end 
diploma thesis focuses on theory of Francis Fukuyama bout end of history. It focuses on 
critics of Fukuyama’s theory and tries to find connection between his theory and eternal 
clause. The diploma thesis deals with the idea that t e existence of eternal clause can be 
consider as real base for Fukayama’s theory about end of history. 
 
